Congratulations on your purchase of this high quality Lincoln Logs set. As with traditional Lincoln Logs sets, this Castle Kingdom set is made from real wood for long lasting durability. The easy fitting plastic accessories allow you to build in a whole new way!

These instructions show you how to build the model on the front of the box. Other models you can build are pictured on the back of the box, or use your imagination to build your own creation!
Snap the posts on the bottom of the drawbridge into the holes on the bottom of the gate.

Opening Drawbridge!
You can create a courtyard by "closing" your castle. Just pivot the two outside sections until their ends overlap. Connect them with a log.

The tower floor has two sides. Place the stone side up, and it is a sturdy floor for your knight to stand on. Place the wooden plank side up, and it becomes a secret trap door that the knight will fall through!